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Goal of Behavior Plans

Increase positive, 
desired behaviors

Decrease negative, 
troublesome behaviors



What Is “Behavior”?

Any observable or 
measurable response 

or act.
-Alan Kazdin, Behavior Modification in Applied Settings, 7th

Edition



Which Is a Behavior?

SAD

CRYING



Which Is a Behavior?

AGGRESSIVE

HITS



Which Is a Behavior?

LAZY

SLEEPING



Which Is a Behavior?

WORRYING

SKIN-PICKING



Which Is a Behavior?

ROLLS EYES AND SWEARS WHEN TOLD 
TO DO SOMETHING

HAS AN ATTITUDE



Which Is a Behavior?

HYPERACTIVE

OUT OF ASSIGNED SEAT AND TAPPING 
CLASSMATE ON SHOULDER WHILE TALKING



Which Is a Behavior?

INTIMIDATES

MAKES CONSTANT EYE CONTACT WHILE 
STANDING LESS THAN 24” FROM 

SOMEONE



Example: What is a “tantrum”?

Is it this?



Example: What is a “tantrum”?

Or this?



Examples of Behaviors

• Harry throws personal learning supplies (e.g. books, 
pencils) or sweeps them with his arm from his desk 
onto the floor.

• Billy pushes and shoves other residents when they 
walk near him in the hallway.

• Before lunch is served, Joann walks up to staff 
members and in a loud voice demands to be given 
a specific food item “now.”



Defining

 Before intervening with a problem behavior, it 
needs to be precisely defined.  
 “The Stranger Rule”: Behaviors are adequately 

defined when a stranger could read your 
definition and accurately identify when the 
behavior occurs. 



Behaviors take energy

• As living organisms, we are hard-wired to use our 
energy to fulfill our needs.  

• By gathering information about WHEN the individual 
does a certain behavior, we can start to understand 
WHY they are doing it. 



The Four Functions of Behavior

Function What it looks like When it happens

Sensory / Automatic
Physical stimulation; behavior 
feels good to do.

Even when alone; when 
stressed.

Escape / Avoid
Non-compliance; ignoring 
demands.  “Fight or flight.” 

When tasks are too: easy, scary, 
difficult, overwhelming, boring.  

Attention / Social
Directed toward others; draws 
attention to self; makes social 
connection. 

When individual desires social 
connectedness.

Tangible
Acquire an item; engage in a 
preferred activity.

When individual wants the 
specific preferred item or fun 
activity.



What is a Functional Behavioral 
Assessment (FBA)?

A method to examine a chronic behavior pattern, by:

– Gathering evidence of circumstances, conditions, and consequences that 
surround the behavior;  

– Identifying patterns; and

– Deriving a theory of WHY the behavior occurs (the “function” of the 
behavior).

The FBA is often completed with a team approach.



Behaviors don’t occur in isolation – they 
always happen AFTER something else and 

BEFORE another thing 

Antecedent

What was going 
on right BEFORE 
the Behavior?

Behavior

The Behavior of 
Concern happens

Consequence

What happened 
right AFTER the 

Behavior?



ABC’s
Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Telephone rings Answering the phone
Wave from a friend Walk over to friend

Class begins working 
on assignment

Verbal praise from 
teacher

Arguing with brother Mother escorts to time-
out 

Watch political ad Feelings of social 
connectedness

Asked to complete 
difficult task

Feeling of control and
competency



Expected Behavior Considerations

• Settings
• Circumstances
• Communication
• Ethical Issues



Medical impacts on behavior
• Does the individual have a known medical condition?  

• Are there clues indicating a possible medical condition such as sleep 
dysregulation, appetite disturbance, fatigue, episodes of “deep 
stares,” rashes, changes in toileting habits, etc.?  

• If there are any indications of a possible medical condition that needs 
to be diagnosed or managed, an assessment by a medical 
professional should be sought and all physical and behavioral 
observations and concerns should be collaboratively shared.



Prior trauma experiences

• Individuals who have experienced a traumatic event may have 
behavioral and physiological reactions far into the future.  

• They may, themselves, be unaware of the connection between the 
event to ongoing experiences such as sleep disturbance, 
suspiciousness, anger, avoidance, or self-destructive behavior.  

• Knowing if an individual has experienced a traumatic event and 
looking for connections between their experience and current 
behaviors is not only ethical, it is efficient.



Antecedents

What triggers the behavior in the first place



Types of Antecedents: 
Discriminative Stimuli

A stimuli or event indicating that a particular behavior is 
likely to be reinforced; the stimuli indicates that the 
reinforcer (expected consequence) is available

Examples: the ring of a telephone (signaling someone is going to 
talk to you); the sound of a kitchen timer (signaling food is 
ready); a welcoming smile (signaling an approach is likely to be 
met with friendliness)

Adapted from Alan Kazdin –
Behavior Modification in Applied Settings



Discriminative Stimuli: Differential 
Reinforcement

• Discriminative stimuli are dependant upon prior 
experiences (learning)

• Differential reinforcement – reinforcing the same 
behavior in some specific situations and not in others

You are lost at 
night – who do 
you stop to ask 
for directions?



Types of Antecedents: Prompts

Event or stimuli which directly guides and facilitates 
performance; directly connected to the behaviors 
to be performed.

Examples: Instructions to guide how to hold or play a 
musical instrument; modeling (showing) how to do 
something; guiding physically as a child learns how 
to form letters



Fading

• Gradual removal of a prompt.

• If the prompt is removed too abruptly, the behavior 
might stop.

• If it’s not removed quickly enough, the behavior may 
not become autonomous of the prompt.



Setting Events

• Setting Events may provide context for a behavior.
• They aren’t as immediate as the antecedent.  (They can even 

occur days before the behavior.)
• They “set the stage” or increase the likelihood that the 

antecedent will be a “trigger” for the problem behavior.
• Setting Events might be at play when the problem behavior is 

inconsistently triggered by the antecedent.  
• It can be difficult to determine what the Setting Events are.
• It is difficult to control Setting Events and usually more effective 

to identify them and plan accordingly.



Examples of Setting Events

• Hunger
• Fatigue
• Illness
• Death in the family
• Argument with a friend
• The last week of school
• Didn’t have morning coffee

• Anniversary of trauma or 
difficult event

• Substitute staff person
• Change
• Successive transition demands
• Overstimulation
• Surrounding relationships in 

environment



Setting Event: High Probability Requests

• Stage is set by initially making several requests 
unrelated to goal behavior that individual is likely to 
comply with.

• Creates “behavioral momentum”.
• Increases likelihood of compliance to low probability 

request that follows.
• Example: “Come downstairs, you’ve got some mail.”  

“See who’s at the door.” “Please unload the 
dishwasher.”



Consequences

• For a consequence to alter a behavior it must be 
activated by the behavior.



Reinforcers: Two Kinds

Positive Reinforcers: PRESENTED 
after a response

Negative Reinforcers: 
REMOVED after a response

BOTH are likely to increase 
behavior in the future



Positive Reinforcers



Consequences: Positive Reinforcement

• Always increases the probability of a behavior

• Reinforcer needs to be meaningful to the individual



Bribes, Rewards & Positive Reinforcers

A bribe occurs BEFORE the behavior – it may actually be a 
discriminative stimulus that a desired consequence 
WON’T happen (because you already have the desired 
outcome)

“I got you that video game you wanted so now you 
need to go clean your room.”



Bribes, Rewards & Positive Reinforcers

• Rewards are presented AFTER a behavior AND are a 
direct result of the behavior BUT they may not lead 
to an increase of the behavior



Bribes, Rewards & Positive Reinforcers

• Reinforcers are presented AFTER the behavior AND 
are a direct result of the behavior AND are likely to 
increase the behavior happening again

VS



Token Economies
• Work like money (except can’t “charge”!)
• Help to initially gain high levels of performance.
• Allow for immediate provision of a reinforcer 

subsequent to behavior
• Can be provided without interrupting behavior pattern
• Efficient for providing reinforcement “menu” to 

accommodate multiple individuals and avoid 
saturation 

• Can help strengthen reinforcement until natural 
reinforcement (e.g. praise) is consistently and 
effectively provided



Negative Reinforcers



The Strength of Negative Reinforcement

Pain

Behavior to Avoid 
Unpleasant 
Situation

New 
Non-Avoidant 

Behavior 



Negative Reinforcement Traps

Lonely

Promiscuous

New 
Non-Avoidant 

Behavior 



Negative Reinforcement Traps

Stress

Smoke Cigarette

New 
Non-Avoidant 

Behavior 



Negative Reinforcement Traps

Social 
Anxiety

Get Drunk/High

New 
Non-Avoidant 

Behavior 



The Punishment Trap

Misbehavior

Punish

Change 
Environment or 

Teach New Skills



Consequences: Punishment

• Reaction to a behavior that DECREASES the 
likelihood of the behavior occurring again.

• Two types: 
1. Aversive consequence PRESENTED after behavior
2. Positive stimulus REMOVED after behavior



Some Common Myths About 
Punishment

• Longer punishments lead to better outcomes.

• Punishing someone for doing something 
wrong leads to them doing it right the next 
time.



Difference Between 
Reinforcement and Punishment

• Positive Reinforcement: If Jane brings a good report 
home from school for five days in a row, she gets to 
go to McDonald’s (a rare treat).

• Punishment: If Jane brings home a bad report, her 
weekly outing to McDonald’s is cancelled.



Consequences: Extinction

• When a positive reinforcer was previously presented 
after a specific behavior and now no longer is 
presented in response to the behavior.

• Is not punishment – no aversive consequences or 
removal of existing positive event.  

• Changes the established pattern of responding to 
the behavior.





Comments on Extinction

• Can be done accidently when positive 
reinforcement is removed for a desired behavior.

• Example: Parent ignores child who is playing quietly 
“leaving well enough alone.”



Example
• Bobby and his brother are playing quietly. (Behavior)
• His mother is happy to have time to get some work 

done and is in the other room. (Consequence of 
Bobby’s behavior = extinction ALSO Antecedent = 
setting event – establishing operation for increasing 
the value of attention)

• Bobby hits his brother. (Behavior)
• Mom enters room and yells at Bobby. (Consequence

= positive reinforcement because attention applied 
after attention deprivation)



Problems with Behavior Plans

• They use familiar concepts, so implementers often 
think “I’m already doing that” or “I did a behavior 
plan and it didn’t work.”

• Behavioral Treatment applies familiar concepts in 
unfamiliar ways.



P o s i t i v e  B e h a v i o r  S u p p o r t  P l a n

Setting Event(s) Predictors
(Triggers/

Antecedents)

*The Function of the Problem Behavior appears to be: 

Setting Event Strategies Antecedent Strategies Teaching/Instructional 
Strategies

Consequence Strategies
Make problem behavior irrelevant

Make problem behavior 
inefficient

Make problem behavior 
ineffective

Maintaining Consequence*

Desired Behavior

Problem Behavior

Positive Replacement Behavior

Current Consequence

Adapted from Illinois PBIS Network

Competing Behavior Pathway

Action Plan

1

2 54 6

7

3



Effective Behavioral Interventions

When a behavioral intervention is effective, the Target 
Behavior becomes:

Inefficient
Ineffective
Irrelevant



Positive Behavior Support Plans are 
Proactive

• Positive Behavior Supports support the POSITIVE behavior that 
replaces the problem behavior.  

• By continuing to support the positive behaviors, the negative 
behaviors no longer have relevance or opportunity.

• Positive Behavior Supports can be formal or informal in the 
amount of structure and techniques they introduce.  

• “What to do when the problem behavior happens” is often 
not written out in any type of behavior support or treatment 
plan.  This is because the “what to do in response” is often not 
about positive behavior support or changing a chronic 
problem behavior.  Rather, responding to a problem behavior 
is often under the jurisdiction of a safety intervention or an 
established policy or procedural protocol.  



Examples of Positive Behavior Supports

• Teach the individual NEW SKILLS to more effectively get their needs 
met

• Teach the people around the individual to respond differently so 
that their needs get met only when they are engaged in positive 
behaviors.

• Change the environment so that the need for doing a negative 
behavior no longer exists



Notes on Reinforcement

• Set up reinforcement schedules so the odds of 
success are increased.  As in “stack the deck” to 
“catch them being good.”  For example: 
– If the child misbehaves every 10 minutes, start out 

reinforcing every 8 minutes that go by without the Target 
Behavior.

– If the most I ever exercise is for 15 minutes, give me 
chocolate every 12 minutes while I’m on the treadmill.

– If you typically smoke 20 cigarettes a day, start getting a 
dollar toward your vacation fund for every day you 
smoke any amount less than 20.



Ideas for Changing Schedules

• Once a particular interval of reinforcement is 
mastered (reinforcer is obtained more than 80% of 
the opportunities), lengthen the interval.

• Increase the reinforcer with the longer interval.  e.g. if 
abstaining from the Target Behavior for 5 minutes 
initially earns verbal praise, abstaining from it for an 
entire day earns a cappuccino. 



Immediacy

• Reinforcers are most effective when they are 
immediate.

• One of the most detrimental events to behavior 
plans is when rewards are earned but not given in a 
timely way.  e.g. “We didn’t get a chance to go to 
McDonald’s yet but he knows I owe him one.”



Generalizing

• The more that behaviors are practiced and 
reinforced in natural settings, the more likely the 
behavior is to occur where and when it’s needed.  



Other Tips
• As a general rule, don’t target more than a few 

specific behaviors at a time.

• Once progress is made on the initial targets, others 
can be added.

• Determine the reality of WHO will be implementing 
the plan.  What support do they need?



You can’t 
manage what 

you don’t 
measure.



Before Implementing Determine:

• HOW will you know the plan is working?  

• WHEN will you be able to determine this?  

• WHEN should you modify or discontinue the plan?



Clearly Describe 
the Target Behavior 

(Behavior that is causing 
significant risk to physical 

or social health)

Conduct Functional Behavioral Assessment
Gather Information:

• What usually happens right before the behavior?
•What usually happens right after the behavior?

Develop Hypothesis/Theory:
•What appears to be the purpose or “function” of the 

behavior?

Is there 
enough 

evidence  to 
be confident in 

the theory?

Develop Positive Behavior 
Support Plan

•Change reinforcers
•Teach new Positive Opposite Behaviors
•“Set the Stage” by making changes in 
the environment to support Positive 

Opposite Behaviors

Implement 
Plan

Monitor 
Behaviors

Are 
expected 
outcomes 
achieved?

Strategize 
Fading or 

Maintaining 
the Plan

+
YES

YES

NO

NO



THANK YOU! 

Heidi@apprecots.com
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